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Presentation Notes
Understanding why and how young women stay in or leave violent relationships is fundamental for developing violence prevention interventions and supporting women to exit violent relationshipsSo today I will explore what enables some young women to exercise agency, to define a goal and act on it, to find their power within – and leave violent relationships.And what limits some women from exercising their agency, and leaving violent relationshipsIn order to do this we will explore the patriarchal bargain that dominates these women's lives and how informs their agencyPhoto Angela Buckland



Kabeer: argues for 
strengthening women’s 
agency through building 
their resources (economic 
and social), thus 
improving women's health 
and wellbeing and 
reducing IPV

Agency
The power to define ones 
goals and act upon them –
‘the power within’

Kabeer (1999)
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Presentation Notes
Image “We can do it”



eThekweni, South Africa 

 Informal settlements: extreme poverty and 
unemployment, almost no services or housing

 Stepping Stones and Creating Futures 
Intervention (21 sessions) RCT 1360 women and 
men

 Qualitative research: 15 women (18-30 yrs), 
IDI’s, Photo voice and participant observation, 
inductive content analysis

 All  currently in heterosexual relationships, and 
women tended to focus discussions on most 
significant relationships
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Inductive analysis – method of content analysis used to develop theory/ideas and identify themes by studying printed and verbal material



The young women’s lives

 Violence is normalized -
problematic yet 
accepted

 Individual meanings of 
violence differ

 Violence tolerance 
levels differ

 Constructions of Love and 
‘Love Relationships’

 Relationships are often fluid 
and flexible, with multiple 
homes and ex-partners
lingering

 They are very poor, with very 
limited prospects of jobs or 
economic independence

IPV experiences 
very high

 Quants 65% of 
women reported 
physical and/or 
sexual IPV in past 
year

 All but 2 of these 
women reported 
experiencing IPV
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Presentation Notes
Violence: 65.15% (CI:61.46-68.66) of women reported experiencing any physical and/or sexual IPV in the past year, (SS CF baseline paper)Pilot study showed informal settlements IPV is 3-5 times higher than national averageAll but two women reported experiencing physical violence, and most emotional and economic, sexual not as common, although this could be definitional differencesNormalised: For many women violence is normalized and some of the young women find it both problematic and laughable at the same time. Again, highlighting the complexities of young women’s lives and gendered expectations of behavior. The way in which the women’s experiences of violence were discussed in the photo voice sessions was revealing, for example when Noluvuyo was describing how her partner hit her during an argument over money to buy rooibos tea for the baby, the other women had mixed reactions, some were laughing at how funny her reaction had been, Zoleka laughed throughout the story, others at the image. Sthelo said: “Oh my God, he is so skinny and he was dragging you, you are like a sack of I don’t know what.” (photo voice, session 1, pp 4). Similarly, Noluvuyo told how during that particular incident she was laughing by the time he hit her “He beat me up. He hit me but it was fine because I was laughing as he was hitting me”, laughing as she told us (photo voice, session 1, pp 4). While others expressed distress at the incident and the laughter in the session, Nomvelo said: “This one is mad” (photo voice, session 1, pp 4)This is also linked to women’s individual meanings of violence. As often happens the young women’s own ‘real-life’ meaning or definition is very different from how it is defined in the literature or our interventions.  For example, some did not view shouting or being locked up as violence, nor did they all view coerced sex as sexual violence . Pp 32 Langa noted during the photo voice discussions that although she did not like being locked up by her partner it was not bad enough to end a relationship over, she was locked in his room for 7 hours: “I thought about breaking up with him but thought I can’t really break up with him over this” (PV, session 2, pp 23) Young women’s constructions of love and views of relationships “for love” also shaped their willingness to tolerate violence, and shaped their willingness to leave a violent relationship. As with definitions of violence, the young women have their own perceptions, expectations and experiences of relationships, love and romance, and these may also provide insight into what women are prepared to tolerate and what makes them leave. When women perceive a relationship as being a “love” relationship, she may tolerate more. Women’s relationships were often somewhat fluid and flexible, and with multiple homes, this gave them some ability to exit relationships, even if somewhat temporarily, or to use ex-partners as a way to leave a current relationship. Furthermore,  This meant that both the women and men could move in and out of relationships, with break-ups and reconciliations being common in some cases. We also found that several of the relationships never actually end, they just fade off (and may re-ignite). (quote) Several women also had fluid arrangements around living arrangements, moving between her partner’s home and her family home, and between the informal settlement and her rural home, making stepping away from a relationship for a while, or ending it permanently a bit easier, as she had a ready home to receive her. Finally, we noticed that the ex-partners remain options in some situations, which sometimes provides the ‘security’ to exit a relationship, as there was an ex-partner available to return to. (quote) On the other hand, this lingering presence of ex-partners (both for the women and men) was sometimes a cause of significant tension, and a trigger for violence with the current partner.



???????

 Women’s experiences driven by 
dominant ideals of masculinity 
and femininity, and the 
patriarchal bargain

 Heightened meaning in extreme 
poverty

 Influences how women respond 
to violence and violent 
relationships

 These women’s lives are very complex –
many factors influence goals, decisions, 
ability and desire to act for change

 Each relationship and each partner is 
different, and she responds differently

 Agency is situational - many women do 
display agency at points, but not two distinct 
categories of women – agenic or not
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These experiences/realities are driven by social norms regarding acceptability of harmful masculine behaviors including violence, multiple relationships, excessive drinking and controlling behaviors; and submissive feminine norms and women’s childcare responsibilitiesPatriarchal bargain  he is allowed to be controlling, affairs, drink, be violent – in turn he will support her, She must honor him as ‘her man’In turn for what she gets she agrees to: accept being beaten, raise his children, be submissive, tolerate the affairs….Heightened meaning in extreme poverty-  where eco dependence is HUGE and options very limitedThese daily experiences/their reality  (eg: different definitions of, and tolerance for, violence and infidelity) goes some way to explaining why many women do not immediately, or never, leave violent relationships. Complexity: Most of these women have ended violent relationships, however, the collective story they tell is not simple; they do not fall into two distinct categories of one group of women who always end violent relationships and another group who are never able to end them . Rather, each relationship and each partner is different and the women respond to each differently, in some cases she appears able to exit violent relationships and in others the same women does not leave a violent relationship. Young women’s lives in these informal settlements are complex, with many factors influencing their goals and decisions, and their ability and desire to act to change their situations.Photo: photo voice session 2



Constraints and Agency

Structural and Social constraints limited 
the young women’s desire to, and 
options for, leaving

 Poverty and Unemployment
 Social norms – harmful masculine 

behaviors and acquiescent femininities

And yet many young women 
did leave violent relationships

 Accepted/tolerated the 
violence

 But when the patriarchal 
bargain broke down she 
often left

 Fathers failure to support 
child(ren)

 Partners indiscretion 
around concurrent 
relationships

The family as an actor
 Often a source of support –

emotional and economic
 A home, a network of support
 However, in cases they were also 

a constraint – social and 
economic
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Structural and social constraints limit women’s desire to, and options for, leaving relationships. Particularly: poverty and unemployment, including women needing financial support from fathers to care for their children; and social norms regarding acceptability of harmful masculine behaviors including violence, multiple relationships, excessive drinking and controlling behaviors; and submissive feminine norms and women’s childcare responsibilities. Despite these constraints many women exited significant relationships that were violent, however in most cases the departure was not directly related to the act of violence. Usually the women stayed during violence, accepting or tolerating it as the norm; but there were other gendered social contracts which the men were expected to fulfill, and when these broke down it often led to the women leaving. These social contracts were around the man’s responsibility to support his children, usually financially, and the expectation of discretion around concurrent relationships. 



Broken bargain - the man’s responsibility 
to support his children, usually financially

Women left when the father stopped 
supporting their child(ren)

I left him he wasn’t helpful and he would beat me… 
Would you have stayed if he beat you but helped 

you and looked after you and the kids?
I would have, I would have stayed. I am a very 

patient person and I can persevere through 
relationships, most of my relationships are long 

term.
Ndoni (25yrs, 2 children, very poor family)
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A number of women  described leaving violent relationships, only when their partner, who was also the father of their child(ren), failed to support their child(ren) adequately. For two women , their partner’s stopped supporting the children, and in a third he was unkind about their child.  In Ndoni’s case she has two children with the same father, and her and her siblings are very poor, she remained with the father of her children for several years, despite experiencing violence, because he occasionally supported the children, she and the children would live with him on and off receiving financial support when living with him, however he did not provide meaningful support for her children, nor really for her, this lack of support finally pushed her to leave him . Ndoni’s family were very poor which also pushed her to live with him“He wasn’t helpful but I stayed with him because of the children, they were still young. I knew that if I left him, nobody would want me with such small children. I left him when the children were older. He was the father of my children, but I left him he wasn’t helpful and he would beat me. He drank, I didn’t at that time. He would come back drunk and start fights with me over stupid things and he would beat me. He would beat me and he was useless. So, I decided it was time to leave, I was wasting my time with him.Would you have stayed if he beat you but helped you and looked after you and the kids?I would have, I would have stayed. I am a very patient person and I can persevere through relationships, most of my relationships are long term.” Pp 39 Photo source: HSRC Fatherhood project, Jenny Gordon



Broken bargain - expectations of discretion 
around concurrent relationships

Women left over their partners indiscretion

… you can’t prevent that because men do that, they always 
have girlfriends always looking for girlfriends, you can’t 

change that.  It’s just something you have to understand, and 
it’s fine as long as your partner respects you.

What does that mean, as long as he respects you?

Let’s say your boyfriend has a girlfriend, he has to make sure 
that he covers his tracks, he has to make sure that you don’t 

see or hear anything about it… Like with phones, he must 
delete things when they are done talking or texting

Zoleka (23yrs, no children, close family realtionships)
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A second factor that the women described as having played a significant role in them leaving a relationship, was because of their partner’s indiscretion around concurrent relationships. Three of the women described leaving a violent relationship, not directly because of the violence they experienced, but because of their partner openly cheating on them.  Zoleka provided insights into the gendered norms about fidelity and expectations of how concurrent relationships should be conducted, and the impact if this contract is violated. While she accepts that men will always have multiple relationships, she personally believes it is wrong: “I think it’s [multiple partnerships are] bad, it’s wrong, it’s not okay because I don’t believe in polygamy, I don’t know why they do it…maybe they want to be known an as “isoka” (man with many girlfriends), you know men are always referred to as “Amasoka” maybe he want to prove that he can get many women.” Pp 34 Despite this strong view against concurrent relationships, she accepts that it is an inevitable part of male behaviors, nonetheless she believes there is a social contract around how they are conducted; the men and the concurrent partner must be discrete: “you can’t prevent that because men do that, they always have girlfriends always looking for girlfriends, you can’t change that.  It’s just something you have to understand, and it’s fine as long as your partner respects you.What does that mean, as long as he respects you?Let’s say your boyfriend has a girlfriend, he has to make sure that he covers his tracks, he has to make sure that you don’t see or hear anything about it… Like with phones, he must delete things when they are done talking or texting.” Pp 33 Zoleka reported  ending her significant relationships for two inter-connected reasons; he lied about having a concurrent partner, (honesty is very important to her) and twice she had physical fights with the concurrent partner. In the interview, she reported that she had never been hit by her partner, however, our participant observation strongly indicated that her broken arm was likely to be from her partner. It appears therefore that the indiscretion and flaunting by the other women led to her leaving. Photo source: Angela Buckland



The need for economic security for their 
children severely limits women’s agency

Noluvuyo is 19, she has one child, she’s been 
with the father for four years, the relationship 
is violent, she is sometimes happy with him 
and sometimes unhappy, she has had two 
suicide attempts, she does not have a very 
good relationship with her family and they do 
not support her or her child

She stays as he provides for their child
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Three of the young women stayed in long term relationships, two remained because the man provided financially for their child(ren), despite….. and the third for the emotional security that the relationship provided. In Noluvuyo’s situation her partner was violent, however he supported their child financially ; in Sebenzile’s situation he did not hit her but had affairs and drank excessively, again she stayed because he supported their son . In the case of Khanyisile, although he is much older than her (56 years old) and she experiences some social stigma around that, she stays as he makes her feel safe after a particularly traumatic childhood, they do not have any children, and he does not hit her.  Noluvuyo  she has stayed with her main partner for around 4 years (she is only 19), although she has had affairs, they have a child. The relationship has been hard, he stayed with her despite many people questioning the child’s paternity (baby was premature and had previous BF so fed the rumors), however they did have a very bad patch which they came through. He does hit her. She is often sad with two suicide attempts (paternity challenges 7 mnth pregnant). It appears that she stays with him because he supports the child, and he supported her when she was being severely taunted about the paternity issues. Photo Nluvuyo – PV session two, what gives her power……



Agency is 
situational

It is not a 
static trait that 
one women 
has and 
another does 
not

 It is complicated, situational, and 
constructed within each specific 
relationship and context

 She may exercise “agency” one 
day and yet not on another day

 Avoid simplistic analysis of 
agency 

 Despite not wanting violence she 
often tolerated it, agency was 
easier to exercise when he 
violated the patriarchal bargain -
child support and discretion
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The young women in this study showed that agency is complicated and influenced by many contextual factors; it is situational, being constructed within each specific relationship and context, and shifts over time. Some women found leaving violent relationships easier to do in certain relationships, with certain partners, at certain times and depending on what other resources (emotional and economic) they had.  Agency was not a static trait that one women had and another did not, it shifted.Critique agency more - as it's suggesting agency isn't as simple as having or not - maybe too much for this presentation Women were more able to exercise agency when their significant partners violated the gendered contracts. While violence was wide spread and many women did not like it, it was often tolerated and was not a major cause for leaving significant relationships. However, when their partners failed in meeting the ascribed masculine role’s around child support and discretion in concurrent relationships, many of the young women ended the relationships. Agency emerged when the gendered contract around these two aspects broke down. 



 reflect upon and debate their own femininities and what it means to be a 
young woman dating and in love – in a context of heightened poverty

 critically reflect on how they respond to the prescribed masculinities and 
femininities and whether they want to, and can, disrupt any of these

 strengthen their economic position, and break the ties of economic 
dependence on men

These findings validate the need to work 
intensely with young women to…
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These women’s experiences provide critical insights for interventions aiming to support women to leave violent relationships. Women may better placed to resist violence and end relationships with the following support:Firstly, supporting young women to reflect upon and debate their own femininities, and what it means to be a young woman dating and in love, in their specific community, in this particular moment. To critically reflect on how they respond to the prescribed masculinities and femininities and whether they want to disrupt any of these.For example: how much should we compromise because we are in love? Do we agree with the prescribed masculinities – male controlling behaviors, violence, multiple partners; and if not could we as women say “NO!” without waiting for him to break the prescribed contract of economic support to children and discretion???Secondly, interventions should work to strengthen women’s economic position, economic dependence clearly ties many to violent relationships



Funded by

With huge appreciation to the 
young women,  Nolwazi Ntini
and the team
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